Source input of info

reception
aﬀect
influence

Is it true?
Do you believe it is true and real?
Do you know it is true and real?
How do you know?
Verify accuracy in reality. Is it reflected in reality?
How do you process what is in reality?

More alignment, harmony
with Truth, less with falsity

Less alignment, harmony
with Truth, more with falsity

Vibration of Voice, reflective of
Frequency of Consciousness

Cause

Eﬀect

Eﬀect
Output
Speak
Project

Causal Agent 1

Interference in Frequencies creates
Tension, possibility for Change.

Aﬀect
Input
Listen
Receive

Speech influence

and
Causal
Stimulus

Causal Agent 2
Aﬀect people’s
frequency,
change

Aﬀect leads to
Causal Generation

Speaking Truth or falsity aﬀects others in reality. Speak Truth into Creation to Eﬀect
influence and manifest Good. Awareness of interference with Truth and
Morality, of disharmony with Truth and Morality, is felt as cognitive dissonance
and emotions, anger, guilt, tension, pressure, conflict, friction. Discomfort has
a resolution, either in accepting Truth, or rejecting Truth from apathy,
ignorance and fear.

1. SPECULATIVE BELIEF

Belief as what is not currently known to
be true or false in reality. Possible or
probable, or pure imagination. No
attachment, loyalty or trust, not bound.

ACTUAL
REAL

true, existing

EXISTENCE

obj. universe

PROBABLE
BELIEF

unknown
Discovery
Invention

2. BELIEF AS “TRUTH”

Belief as a trust, loyalty and faith in it
being true and real. Attached & bound
to by loyalty, trust and faith that it is
real despite not being demonstrable.

POSSIBLE

POTENTIAL
UNREAL

fantasy, imagination

CONSCIOUSNESS
subj. multiverse

Imagination is an automatic position, unreal by default. We then bring this image into a belief as
speculation being possible or probable, then determine if it is real, or still a belief, or an unreal
imagination. From imagination we can see possible aspects of reality, or manifest new realities,
both objective and subjective realities.

Power & Influence

Identification
Association
Connection
Valuation
Attachment

Progression of Images as
valued constructs leads to
attachment

Attachments Blind Us to Reality
ex: “[Romantic] ‘love’ is blind”
Belief
REALITY
Blind

Degree of Indentifiction in
Image Increases its Power Over You

Identification & Value
Attachment to Images/concepts/beliefs without continual
verification and corespondence blinds your vision/sight
of reality as it is when new info comes to light.

Attachment

REALITY
Blind

You are attached to a belief, and are blind to
other things as a result. The phasntasm in your
mind of the belief has a hold on you, it has
power and influence over you through your
valuation of its importance in your worldview
or self-image. This valuation is the attachment
and identification of yourself with the belief/
concept/idea. It is best to not form attachments
to beliefs (unverifiable in reality)

If you can’t verify something yourself, you believe what someone else says as the truth, and you are
bound to what they say/said as the truth, wether it is true or not.
Blind Belief,
Trust and Faith

Doctors

Lawyers

Politicians

Government

Corporations

Slave to their choices for you to live by, by blindly accepting their alleged knowledge as the only
option. Restricted in life by belief in their authority and responsibility of your life.
The whole “justice” and “legal” system is run as a foreign entity, where we are only fed the output
they want us to know and accept. The true “why” is illusive and hidden to us, meaning we are operating on an input-output, stimulus-response capacity without the processing required to
self-determine what is actually occuring. We blindly accept the authority and rule of society by a
group of people who all agree on the same schema for living. They create and modify systems of
living, while we simply accept it all as valid and the only way things can be. We are powerless outside viewers of our own ways of living, stuck in systems run by others. We don’t have access to evidence, testimony, etc. of any crime that happens, we are simple observers of whatever information they choose to provide us with.

BODY OF KNOWLEDGE ON AN IDEA
IDEA: EXISTS ON 2 LEVELS
1) REALITY AND/OR
2) MIND

1) IDEA IN REALITY

Exists in objective universe,
reflects existents in reality.
A truth of reality represented
by a body of knowledge.

2) IDEA IN MIND

Exists in multiverse of
consciousness. Not
necessarily existent in
objective universe as truth.

Power of consciousness to manifest new inner realities (multiverse possibility), and aﬀect the
outer reality (universe actuality). An idea taken from consciousness and brought into existence.
Manifested:
By:

Tree

House

Government

Nature

Humans

Humans

Can’t be unmanifested
Exists in reality, not
from consciousness

Can be unmanifested
Exists as a construct in reality,
from consciousness

Symbol

There are many layers of knowledge expressed within symbolic
imagery.
Layers of meaning within symbolism can express realities, and
unrealities. Images are held in
imagination. Images and ideas
are held in consciousness to
create a multiverse subjective
Reality Level 2. Images and ideas
are not automatically actual reality. They can be mirage illusory
reflections that we create internally and project externally.

Body of
knowledge
Belief
in real
and
unreal

takes in
expands

Possibility of discovery outside
current knowns. Stretch towards
understanding more and
include it as knowledge.
But is it truth?
Belief is not truth.

Truth Level 1
boundary of what ‘is’
as truth/reality

Layers of Comprehension
REALITY
EXISTENCE

SELF
CONSCIOUSNESS

Inner vision
Constructs from reception,
perception, inception;
conceptions, imagination
& ideas as layers of
understanding what is
happening in reality.
Innaccurate layers above or below,
prevent accurrate assessment, diagnosis,
judgment, evaluation, understanding of
reality. Lens, vision, sight of
consciousness is cloudy, dirty, confused,
unclear, from missing or false
information. It alters how we view all of
reality (things as they are and
possibilities of how they should be),
like lenses warping the image. Beliefs
are shots in the dark, and sometimes
outright false, like “illusions”.

Layers of Comprehension
REALITY
EXISTENCE

SELF
CONSCIOUSNESS

Inner vision
Constructs from reception,
perception, inception;
conceptions, imagination
& ideas as layers of
understanding what is
happening in reality.
Innaccurate layers above or below,
prevent accurrate assessment, diagnosis,
judgment, evaluation, understanding of
reality. Lens, vision, sight of
consciousness is cloudy, dirty, confused,
unclear, from missing or false
information. It alters how we view all of
reality (things as they are and
possibilities of how they should be),
like lenses warping the image. Beliefs
are shots in the dark, and sometimes
outright false, like “illusions”.

Vast Reality
Everything,
unknowns
yet to be
known.

Limited Perception
i.e. not 100% of
everything

...

“TERRITORY”

...

Theoretical limit to universe, to what can be known. Maybe infinite.

“MAP”

We can’t know everything there is in existence, reality & universe.
Reality, universe & existence is almost “infinite” relative to our finite knowledge.
Gaps, voids & abysses in the comprehension of pieces, can have us create
and imagine fillers to make things “smooth” and “whole”, to make a
cohesive surface appearance for our worldview.

Filler Perception

missing pieces from cohesive reality map, filling in with belief to
make it smooth.

“MAP”

If you fill in your gap of reality, with belief as truth and reality, then you
build a foundation of negative knowledge that is hard to take out.
Trying to remove a belief someone has implanted into their foundation
for reality (worldview) or self (self-image, ego-personality-identity) is like
trying to take a jackhammer to their foundation for understanding reality.

Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living
Foundational Basis & Root Causal Factors for Choices, Actions, Behaviors, Living & Being
How we create our overall collective conditions through what we accept into ourselves.
The strength, solidity, integrity, quality & groundedness of actions in Truth, Love, Good, etc.
Foundational understanding
based in Truth, Right, Good, etc.
Foundational understanding
based in falsity, lies, deceptions,
illusions
Secondary layer conceptual blocks,
actions, and ways of living based on
primary core foundational axioms

Foundation constructed from Falsity.
Concepts built over missing aspects
of Truth, or in negative-knowledge.
Wrong-action is produced when based
in negative-knolwedge.

...

1+2 3+4

Axioms and foundational basis for living
is less integrated and connected.

Column 1+2 - Produces some right-action, but foundation is missing core principles of truth to live better. Column 1: Right action
results with knowledge of why it’s right. Foundation is solid, a core principle of Truth about that subject/concept has been acquired
and embodied. Ex: Not stealing the life, sexuality, or property of other human beings, by understanding the basic core foundation
of nonviolence, no harm, right-action, etc. towards humans.
Column 3+4 - Some right-action, but more wrong-action. Foundation missing core principles, structure built in negative knowledge
& axioms. Ex: Understanding a part of the nonviolence principle and applying it to humans, yet the structure above is missing the
foundational core strength and integrity in clarifty of understanding, and is built in flawed axioms, wrong action is created through
this negative knowledge acceptence, that of not accepting other animals into morality and recognize the wrong in enslaving or
murdering them.

Foundation constructed from Truth.
Concepts built on strong quality
foundation. Right-action is produced.

Truth Level 1: What ‘is’ or has manifested in reality;
what is existing or has existed.
Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right,
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.

Core foundational Truth of nonviolence embodied more,
yet still wrong-action. Ex: no more murder, but still
participate in eggs, milk, cheese, etc. exploitation of life.

Axioms and foundational basis for living
is more integrated and connected.

Particulars, Universals, Grouping and Symmetry Order
evolveconsciousness.org

Trees - Particular
“lower” order
more specific view,
individual pieces, details

Forest - Universal

Abstraction
universals made of particulars

Diversity, grouping order, syntropy
many relative interpositions

“higher” order
more general view,
bigger picture

Uniformity, symmetry order, entropy
1 unified conformity of relation.

Can see trees and relative position of grouping order of existence, then larger connected view of forest where it
all looks the same, like the quantum symmetry non-existence.

Correspondence of Info
evolveconsciousness.org

Correspondence, more definition, detail, clarity
More understanding results, less limitation

Data, Info, Knowledge, Reality
Isolated packets, lacks correspondence
and limited in scope of applicability

Awareness of Data, Info, Reality
Awareness
This is why some people make erroneous conclusions. They have limited conceptions
that limt their understanding of possibilities. They don’t undestand reality as fully as they can.

Correspondence of Info
evolveconsciousness.org

Correspondence, more definition, detail, clarity
More understanding results, less limitation

Data, Info, Knowledge, Reality
Isolated packets, lacks correspondence
and limited in scope of applicability

Awareness of Data, Info, Reality
Awareness
This is why some people make erroneous conclusions. They have limited conceptions
that limt their understanding of possibilities. They don’t undestand reality as fully as they can.

FLOATING SPECULATIVE CONCEPTS/BELIEFS AS TRUTH
BIG STRUCTURE, BUT BASED IN FANTASY, NOT GROUNDED
large fall
to reality
when
shattered

house of cards

GROUNDED UNDERSTANDING IN REALITY AS TRUTH
Greater Perception
of Reality with
Grounding in
Reality

Limited
Perception
of Reality

Fall back to more
grounding when
falsity discovered

solid foundation

Half of your
conceptual
understanding
is shattered

Grounding, Reality
SELF

Grounding, Reality
SELF

Few beliefs used in
conceptual
understanding

We can correspond data perceptions that are accurate, or innaccurate. Accepting a foundational false axiom will lead you to also validate
& accept other false information based on the correspondence to previous falsity you accept as “truth”. Some beliefs are less grounded
in reality, or not at all, and we can become attached to those beliefs that provide us with answers. When we let go of falsity there is
often nothing to fall back upon, to hold onto underneath, because the beliefs are not attached to grounded reality. The fall is hard and can
shatter our sense of self we have constructed, our ego-personality-identity. We hold onto beliefs because they become meaningfully
associated & attached to our sense of self & reality. Most of the worldview & self-image is based on a data set less grounded in reality.
Removal of points in the dataset destroys part of the worldview or self-image that is based in that foundation of beliefs that were used to
construct the self-concept or worldview. Not enough grounded data maintains attachment to fantasy & falsity, until admitting confusion,
being wrong, or recognizing the diﬀerence between imagined belief & real truth, between imagination and reality, between possibility,
probability and actuality. Many data points that are grounded means you can more easily release & let go of falsity, your conceptual
foundation has many other points to hold it up as it is not largely a free-floating belief construct but is more solidly grounded. When less
grounded points are in your conceptual understanding you need to hold onto them more for identity, a sense of self and sense of reality,
otherwise you become lost without that belief. This process is part of healing the false self towards becoming aligned with more of reality.

PERCEPTIONS

REALITY
through
Senses to
grasp reality

(inner/outer)

sourced from reality
outer percepts
outer perception/vision

KNOWLEDGE (LEVEL1)
sourced from perceptions

UNDERSTANDING

sourced from knowledge
inner perception/vision
(KNOWLEDGE LEVEL2)

REALITY AFFECTS

CAUSAL STIMULUS

SENSES PRODUCE PERCEPTS
always a causal stimulus from reality, not an
intermediate agent pretending to be reality.
There’s only 1 reality itself, and if we don’t
have access to it, then we believe what we
are told about it.

Care for Truth

T RUTH L EVEL 1
T HAT WHICH IS - R EALITY

evolveconsciousness.org

M ISCONCEPTION
C ONFUSION , FOOLED

I GNORANCE
Not Seeking
Truth

Believe
Agree
Normality

No True Care?
Go Nowhere

Care for egoic will
Apathy for Right

F OOLISHNESS (W RONG-A CTION)
True Freedom and Peace Can’t Manifest
Apathy for Truth keeps one in a stagnant state of
ignorance of Natural Law, going in circles,
continuing to perpetuate self-inflicted suffering.
Hamster Wheel of Life
Same mindset
Same thoughts
Same actions
Same result
Trapped in Problem/Condition

K NOWLEDGE

L EVEL 1
S EEK T RUTH

Accepting Falsity
over Truth

Apathy for Truth

2

1

3

U NDERSTANDING

Doubt
Question
Curiosity

L EVEL 2
E MBRACE /A CCEPT
T RUTH

Care for Truth

Care for Higher Will of
Natural Moral Law
Care for Right over Wrong

T RUTH L EVEL 2
T HE R IGHT P ATH , T HE W AY
L EVEL 3
E MBODY /B E T RUTH
4 W ISDOM (R IGHT -A CTION )
L EVEL 4
S HARE /S PEAK /P REACH
True Freedom and Peace Can Manifest

Care for Truth
NATURAL LAW
EMPOWERMENT
Care and drive for
Truth leads to
generating in
Principles of Truth
and Morality.
End Self-Inflicted Suffering

AUTOMATIC,
CAUSAL INPUT STIMULUS

VOLUNTARY,
PROCESSING TO UNDERSTAND

objectively ‘is’ (”absolute”)

subjectively ‘referrenced’ (”relative”)
recognizes previous reality and concepts

Existence
pole and
water

Senses
sight

Percepts

seeing the
pole bend,
but not bent
outer perception

A pole is seen bending in water. Lack of knowledge
of higher processing in reality is ignorant of the
refraction of light, a reality which is false, of a pole
actually bending in water.

Consciousness

Abstract Concepts

inner perception
A pole is seen bending in water. Knowledge of
light refraction provides more depth of
understanding reality to modify perception of
reality. Evaluation, assessment, diagnosing,
judging phase. Pole does not actually bend.

Observe & record

Abstract, imagine & invent
(create, generate, manifest)

EXTERNAL SENSES

INTERNAL SENSES

LIGHT IN REALITY

LIGHT IN CONSCIOUSNESS

INPUT

LOGICALLY PROCESSING
THE KNOWLEDGE INPUT

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 1

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 2

BARE KNOWLEDGE
FROM REALITY
PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE
NATURAL SCIENCES

DEEPER KNOWLEDGE
FROM CONSCIOUSNESS
METAPHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE

UNDERSTANDING
WISDOM LEVEL 1

SYNEIDESIS: WITH KNOWLEDGE
LEARNING FROM THE PAST
LEADS TO BEING WISE IN ACTION

WISDOM LEVEL 2

SYNDERESIS: WATCH OVER WITH
GUIDE TO FUTURE
WISDOM OF RIGHT-ACTION

KNOWLEDGE ITSELF AS
A CONCEPT IN REALITY:

KNOWLEDGE OF
EXISTENTS:

EPISTEMOLOGY - OVERSTANDING
KNOWLEDGE OF KNOWLEDGE. KNOW HOW TO DO, BUT NOT DOING.
HOW DO YOU KNOW: HOW TO KNOW, HOW TO LEARN, HOW TO THINK.
HELPS INPUT OF KNOWLEDGE & PROCESSING OF UNDERSTANDING,
THEREFORE ALSO AFFECTING OUTPUT OF WISDOM.
ONTOLOGY - METAPHYSICS
BEING, THINGS AS THEY ARE
KNOWLEDGE

UNDERSTANDING

ETHICS
DOING, RIGHT ACTION
MAKES YOU WISE IN ACTION

WISDOM

C REATING S YMBOLS
GENERATING

Processing Particulars

Processing Universals

Real Object, Primary Substance,
Material, Limited
to Locality (place, time)

Concept, Knowledge of
Essence, Immaterial,
Nonlocal, Nontemporal

A

FROM

CONCEPT

R EALITY
Particular Extant
Objects in Reality

Sense stimulus (1st Phase)
(stimulus-response)

S ENSES
Instinct
External

Internal

Common Sense
Sensuous memory

Object Present in Reality

Imagination

Perceptual Image

Phantasm/Mental
Image of Object

Vivid sense apprehension
Less clear knowledge

Clear knowledge
Less vivid image

Percept (2nd Phase)
(memory integrator)
connects sense experiences

Concept (3rd Phase)
(abstract idea)
connects percept instances in memory

Universals known:
abstractly integrate concepts &
abstraction from abstractions

C REATING S YMBOLS
GENERATING

Processing Particulars

Processing Universals

Real Object, Primary Substance,
Material, Limited
to Locality (place, time)

Concept, Knowledge of
Essence, Immaterial,
Nonlocal, Nontemporal

A

FROM

CONCEPT

R EALITY
Particular Extant
Objects in Reality

Sense stimulus (1st Phase)
(stimulus-response)

S ENSES
Instinct
External

Internal

Common Sense
Sensuous memory

Object Present in Reality

Imagination

Perceptual Image

Phantasm/Mental
Image of Object

Vivid sense apprehension
Less clear knowledge

Clear knowledge
Less vivid image

Percept (2nd Phase)
(memory integrator)
connects sense experiences

Concept (3rd Phase)
(abstract idea)
connects percept instances in memory

Universals known:
abstractly integrate concepts &
abstraction from abstractions

C REATING S YMBOLS

FROM R EALITY
GENERATING A CONCEPT

Reality/Nature (raw material for input)

Data

Senses

Senses
Perceptions

Imagination + Intellect

Abstracts Commonality of Similar Objects

Logic, Induct

Essence

From Reality

Objective Norm in Reality

Integrate into
Conceptions

General/Universal Concept

TRUTH

In Mind

Subjective Arbitrary Symbol

II

start

knowledge on
observations

method

abstractions from
grounded measurable
relationships in
concretes/potential

form

use abstractions to
identify aspects of reality

C REATING S YMBOLS

FROM R EALITY
GENERATING A CONCEPT

Reality/Nature (raw material for input)

Data

Senses

Senses
Perceptions

Imagination + Intellect

Abstracts Commonality of Similar Objects

Logic, Induct

Essence

From Reality

Objective Norm in Reality

Integrate into
Conceptions

General/Universal Concept

TRUTH

In Mind

Subjective Arbitrary Symbol

II

start

knowledge on
observations

method

abstractions from
grounded measurable
relationships in
concretes/potential

form

use abstractions to
identify aspects of reality

PERCEPTION OF REALITY
Conflict / Contradiction between Reality and Desires?
Conflict
Between New Info and Accepted Info?

Emotional cues: anxiety, guilt, shame,
anger, embarassment, stress, or no cues

Reality and Perception
Disunity, Disharmony

Reality and Perception
Aligned, Equilibrium

Question & Doubt Ourselves & Info
Curiosity about Veracity of New Info?

Dealing with
the disintegrity

Question & Doubt the Info
Curiosity about Veracity of New Info?

Cognitive Dissonance

No

Yes

No

Cognitive
C
ogniitiive Di
Dissonance
issonance Process

Criticall Th
hink
king &
Thinking
Imagination Process

Uncritical Belief

Disequilibrium internally
as a result of disequilibrium
between reality and
perception of reality.
i.e. disunity

Reality Negotiation
Input Agreed & Accepted

Process Info More
Arbiter of “Truth”
Believe what you want to believe.
i.e. self-delusion
Sustain, Maintain, Protect Beliefs & Desires
Reject Contrary Evidence - “backfire”
New Info Doesn’t Matter
Excuse, justify, deflect, dismiss,
avoid, ignore, deny, refuse, reject

Discernment, Evaluation, Assessment, Judgment

Perception of Reality as it Appears
Possible

Probable

Actual

Decision On Hold

Input Accepted
with Doubt

Input Agreed & Accepted

Conditioning
Conditioning
Perception of
Beliefs as Reality

Conditioning

Perception of
Possible Reality

Conditioning
Perception of
Probable Reality

Conditioning
Perception of
Reality as it IS

Belief could be true or false

Different Comparisons
vs.

Reality - Actuality
Shape Mind from Reality
How We Actually Are
Do
Knowing

Perception of Self and Reality
Shape Reality from Mind
How We Believe We Are
Think
Believing

Grounded in Reality
Maya / Delusion / Illusion (low freq)

Perception of Reality = Worldview

OUTPUT
RIPPLE EFFECT

OUTPUT INTO REALITY

PROCESSING

INPUT

AFFECTING

GROUND
INPUT FROM REALITY
AFFECTED BY

WHEEL OF LIFE - CAUSALITY, CONSCIOUSNESS & TRIVIUM

EFFECTS

3

T RUTH L EVEL 1: What ‘is’ or has
manifested in reality; what is
existing or has existed.
Leaves and branches
are the manifested
effects, symptoms,
problems, results,
output, etc. Focusing
here has no power for
real, lasting, effective
change, the change
has already taken affect.
Plane of Effects

(external, seen)
What has been output
lable for input.
is available
Effects/events
s/events
affect us.
1

1

A CTIONS

3

S TIMULUS

RHETORIC
WISDOM
OUTPUT
3

GRAMMAR
KNOWLEDGE
INPUT

Who, What,
Where, When
that manifests.

I NDUCTIVE
L OGIC

D EDUCTIVE
L OGIC

Imagining
causes from
effects

Verifying causes
cau
through effects
effec

The roots are the causal
factors. The core foundational axioms for living
our life. The manifestation,
essence, emanation and
generative source. The
1 T HOUGHTS
power to really change
for the better and make
(internal, unseen)
it last.
Plane of Causality

T RUTH L EVEL 2: The Way of living
in Truth, Love, Good, Right,
Morality, Natural Law, etc.

CAUSES

How manifestation occurs.
How to live, what to do.

Greater capacity for thought
allows us to process & understand
our environment & events better.

2

R ESPONSE
Care to create a
manifestation will
drive us in certain
directions and ways
of living.

E MOTIONS

(internal, unseen)

2

T HINKING

Actions
Effects, Events
Constructs
Structures
Living
Stimulus, Response
Visible realm
Physical - seen
Matter
Objective
Particulars
Measurable
Axioms
Core Foundation
Root Causal Factors
Motivation
Drive, Purpose
Hidden realm
“Spiritual” - unseen
Mind
Subjective
Universals
Formless

Why manifestation
occurs.
Logic brings the internal subjective realm into
L
OGIC
2
alignment with the objective rhythm of reality to
UNDERSTANDING
produce harmonious external manifestations.
PROCESSING

C
ARE FOR TRUTH
F
G
R

T RUTH L EVEL 1 T HAT

WHICH IS OR HAS
MANIFESTED INTO E XISTENCE .
A CTUAL R EALITY .

EEDBACK

ENERATION IN

ACTION

PRIMACY

OF EXISTENCE
TO BE

POWER

OF CONSCIOUSNESS
TO CHANGE

HOW

RHETORIC
OUTPUT
WISDOM

CARE

COURAGE

L EVEL 1
S EEK T RUTH

CONSUME REALITY
TO GENERATE/CREATE

T RUTH L EVEL 2 -

T HE R IGHT P ATH & W AY
OF LIVING IN TRUTH, GOOD,
RIGHT, MORALITY.
POTENTIAL REALITY.

L EVEL 4
S HARE /S PEAK /P REACH
T RUTH

WILL

WHAT

GRAMMAR
INPUT
KNOWLEDGE

EALITY

“GUTS”

FEEDBACK

CARE FOR RIGHT OVER WRONG
CARE FOR HIGHER LIVING,
HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS,
HIGHER SELF, TRUER SELF.

THOUGHT

EMOTION

“MIND”

CURIOSITY
DOUBT
QUESTION

L EVEL 3
E MBODY /B E T RUTH

“HEART”

LOGIC

PROCESSING

INTELLIGENCE

UNDERSTANDING
WHY

L EVEL 2
E MBRACE /A CCEPT
T RUTH

CONSCIOUSNESS
INTELLIGENCE
CARE/DESIRE
COURAGE, WILL

We drink from the dataset or data-pool of
available information. Quality in, quality out.
Garbage in, garbage out. If we intake low
quality and erroneous information through
what we pay attention to and focus on, &
accept it as what is true, then the fruits we will
produce will be low quality and may even be
wrong-action due to the poison of negative
knowledge, i.e. false information taken as true
and lived by. These are the poisoned fruits and
leaves that we produce from our Tree of Life.
We are not integrated and consistent in our
overall collective co-created results. We
produce some right-action, yet produce
wrong-action as well.

TREE OF LIFE & LIVING

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

INTO REALITY

REALITY
BRIDGE

INPUT

FROM REALITY

INPUT

Causal
Agent

Reality
Causal
Agent

Causal
Force
of
Self
Eﬀect
Realm
of
Reality
Causal
Force
of
Self

Thought
Emotion
Action

Free Will
Causal Agent

Potential
Reality aﬀected/altered. One
person aﬀects another, they
respond, react, reciprocate, etc.

Aﬀect/Action/Reaction
Causal Feedback

Actual

Action

Potential

Emotion
Thought

Free Will
Causal Agent

There are two causal factors, with the inital source essence being from within an agent. The secondary
causal factor is the eﬀect generated by the first causal factor within an agent. The eﬀect will aﬀect another
causal agent that can generate another cause related to the first. The source of the first cause is internal,
that generates an action in the external.

AGGREGATE SOWING AND REAPING

We’re all in this together. Our actions aﬀect others and their actions aﬀect us.
As one suﬀers we all suﬀer. As we and others sow, so shall we and others reap.

INDIVIDUAL

WORLD

SOW ER

REAP ER

C ONSCIOUSNESS
Causal Agent

E XISTENCE
Collective Co-Creation
Sowing

Eﬀects

Reaping

OUTPUT
Reality is aﬀected

A
T

E

Sowing

Sowing

Eﬀects

INPUT
Reality is aﬀecting

T

A
T

A

Reaping

Reaping

Sowing

E

Reaping

E

Sowing
Reaping

Sowing Causes
Reaping Eﬀects

A
T

E

A
T

E

CAUSAL RECIPROCITY OF INTERACTION IN REALITY

Natural Law Cause and Eﬀect Field, Force or Web, of Behavior, Actions and Deeds, as an
interaction with the forces, events, phenomena, etc. at play, in the pattern/fabric of reality.

